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Abstract

After the break-up of the Soviet Union, ten countries in Eastern Europe inherited Soviet-
designed nuclear power plants which were constructed without adequate provisions to resist earth-
quake-generated lateral forces. An earthquake at their locations could seriously damage these plants
and could result in Chernobyl-like consequences on the environment. There is an ongoing program to
reinforce these plants using conventional piecemeal methods. A newly developed seismic protection
strategy called "base isolation" or "seismic isolation", widely used in the United States to retrofit
existing buildings, is recommended as an economical, technically superior, and more effective solu-
tion — where applicable — to make these nuclear power plants capable of resisting seismic forces.

Introduction

The planned construction of permanent cover for the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant (Civil
Engineering Feb. 1997, Paper 11133) will add another thousand million U.S. dollars to the immense
material loss and human suffering caused by the 1986 explosion. It can be reasonably expected that
improved operating procedures and better trained personnel can guard against another such "melt-
down" in the future.

There is another possibility of a disaster of monumental proportions at Eastern European
nuclear power plants which can be caused by earthquakes. What is being done and what can be done
to prevent this from happening1).

Ten Eastern European countries, Armenia, Bulgaria, Czech Republics, Hungary, Poland, Roma-
nia, the Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Ukraine inherited Soviet-designed nuclear power
plants of poor seismic design and construction compared to acceptable standards, because the seis-
micity of the different sites were grossly under-estimated by the designers.

At the International Symposium on Seismic Safety Relating to Nuclear Power Plants held in
Kobe, Japan, between March 3 and 6, 1997, it was reported by Aybars Gtirpinar and Antonio Godoy
of the International Atomic Energy Agency and T. Katona (Hungary) and K. Kostov (Bulgaria) that
some site-related external events (earthquakes) were not properly considered in the original plant
design of eleven nuclear power plants in those countries.

For example at the Paks nuclear power plant in Hungary, seismic loads on the buildings and
their contents had not been included at all in the original design. Unexpectedly on August 15, 1985,
an earthquake occurred at Berhida-Peremarton villages close to the north shore of Lake Balaton in
Hungary. The intensity on the Modified Mercalli Scale was VII, with corresponding damage to poorly
built structures. It was sheer luck that the magnitude of the earthquake registered only 4.7 on the Rich-
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ter scale and that the epicenter was about 120 km from the Paks nuclear power plant where no damage
was observed and a potential disaster was avoided.

A recent study of the seismicity of the site at Paks, carried out by British consulting engineers
Ove Arup & Partners, established that ground accelerations of 25% of gravity can be expected in a
seismic event. Experience in recent earthquakes is telling us that ground motions of such magnitude
can result in serious damage to buildings and their contents unless they are designed and constructed
to resist seismic forces. The seriousness of the problem has been recognized and certain remedial
measures are being taken by some countries, in particular at Paks, Hungary and Kosloduy, Bulgaria
where earthquakes occurred in 1977,1986, and twice in 1990. The available conventional technology
and the piecemeal application controlled by available funds, however, has limitations in its effective-
ness. The analysis of equipment and piping for seismic loading and the necessary construction associ-
ated with it is complicated by the fact that different levels of the plant have different seismic response,
and it is generally necessary to use multiple-support response spectrum analysis. The question is this:
can newly developed technologies improve the quality and simplify the design and construction of
earthquake rehabilitation of existing nuclear power plants^. The answer to this question is of utmost
importance because much of the work to make all Soviet-designed nuclear power plants in Eastern
Europe capable of resisting earthquake forces is yet to be done.

Base Isolation: a new strategy for earthquake protection

During the past twenty-five years a new design technology called "base isolation" or "seismic
isolation" for earthquake protection of buildings and other structures such as bridges and highway
overpasses received worldwide acceptance and is being used in the design and construction of new
nuclear power plants as well (Koeberg, South Africa, and Cruas-Meysse, France) (see Table). Base-
isolated buildings are mounted on rubber-steel combination shock-absorbing pedestals (like the ones
proposed for the permanent cover at Chernobyl) that prevent most of the horizontal ground movement
from being transmitted to the structures during an earthquake. The base isolation system works by
intercepting and absorbing much of the destructive earthquake energy, which is turned into harmless
heat and never reaches the building.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ISOLATION APPLICATIONS AT NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Facility/Location

Cruas Nuclear Power
Plant, France
(four-900 HHe units)

Koeberg Nuclear Power
Plant, South Africa
(two-900 HHe units)

T o r W o n Radioactive
Haste Facility
France

La Hague Reprocessing
Plant, France

Sellafleld Nuclear
Reprocessing Facility of
British Nuclear Fuels,
Ltd., England

Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, USA

Seismic Design Oasis

0.3g PGA

0.3g PGA

0.3g PGA

0.3g PGA

0.3g PGA

0.75g PGA

Applications

2 nuclear islands, each
having 2 reactor units,
containment buildings
and auxiliary buildings

1 nuclear Island with 2
reactor units,
containment and
auxiliary buildings

3-story, reinforced-
concrete building

spent-fuel pools

20 pipe bridges

2 exciter units, turbine
building

Isolation System

approx. 1600 laminated
neoprene/stcel bearings
per nuclear Island

approx. 1B0O laminated
neoprene/steel bearing
with slip surface

52 laminated neoprene/
steel bearings

laminated neoprene/steel
bearings

approx. 10 laminated
natural rubber/steel
bearings per bridge

4 high-damped laminated
natural rubber/steel
bearings per exciter

1. Excluding spent-fuel storage rack applications.
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Base isolation also changes the behavior of the buildings during earthquakes (Fig. 1). The natu-
ral vibration frequency of buildings is changed to the vibration frequency of the base isolators, far
away from the dominant earthquake frequency. Unlike conventional design the buildings don't "reso-
nate" to earthquakes; they are "de-tuned". Rather than shaking violently with the ground, they "float"
gently on their foundation and the damage causing "whipping" action on the higher floors is elimi-
nated. Consequently, the nonstructural building components that are attached to the structure and the
loose contents of the buildings as well are safe and buildings can remain functional even after a major
earthquake. In the design of nuclear power plants the reduction of response of internal equipment and
of the unattached contents of the buildings to earthquake forces is a primary goal.

Base isolation can be used not just for protection of new buildings, but to rehabilitate existing
buildings as well. The buildings are cut away from their foundations after base isolators are placed
under load carrying walls and columns. Additional construction provides a connecting diaphragm on
the top of the base isolators. Most of the construction work is done under the building at the founda-
tion level, therefore, interference with everyday use of the building is minimal or can even be avoided
with careful planning. In the United States there are several major buildings completed or under con-
struction using this technology. Consideration should be given if base isolation technology could be
used for retrofitting Soviet-designed nuclear power plants in Eastern Europe with base isolators to
make them capable of resisting earthquake generated forces. Base isolation technology can also be
used to retrofit individual items of safety related equipment in nuclear power plants which are
attached to the building structure and require seismic qualification.

Research Programs

There are several large research programs directed toward the use of base isolation strategy for
nuclear facilities. In the United States a program funded by the Department of Energy and conducted
by Argonne National Laboratories was carried out over a period of 1988 to 1992. This program
included shake table tests and testing of a variety of elastomeric base isolators to determine their
dynamic characteristics, failure modes, and fatigue resistance. The testing program was carried out at
the Earthquake Engineering Research Center (EERC) of the University of California at Berkeley in
Richmond, California, and at the Energy Technology Engineering Center near Los Angeles, Califor-
nia.

Conventional Structure Base Isolated Structure

negligible
interstory drift

Buildings having conventional structural systems bend and
deform during earthquakes. Accelerations of the ground
are amplified on the higher floors and the loose contents are
damaged. Building deformations could be permanent.

In a base-isolated structure, movement during an earthquake
takes place at the level of the isolators. The buildings do not
deform. Floor accelerations are low; the building, its occu-
pants, and its loose contents are safe.

FIG. 1.
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Recently, a series of tests were conducted at EERC on high-damping natural rubber base isola-
tors for the U.S. Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor Program (ALMR). Base isolation is now an integral
part of the structural design for this reactor.

Other seismic-resistant design technologies such as energy-dissipating devices are emerging
and while not as widely implemented as base isolation, they could play a vital role in the seismic ret-
rofit of existing nuclear power plants. To explore the use of these new technologies for seismic protec-
tion of existing Eastern European nuclear power plants should be made part of the Coordinated
Research Program conducted by the International Atomic Energy Agency, and/or the European Com-
mission's Nuclear Safety Programme in Central and Eastern Europe (PHARE) and in the CIS coun-
tries (TACIS).

Earthquakes: how big, when, and where?

Seismologists are telling us that on global perspective an earthquake of 8.0 magnitude on the
Richter scale happens once a year, a magnitude of 7 happens every week, and a magnitude of 6 is a
daily occurrence. We also know that most earthquakes happen along well-known earthquake faults,
but damaging earthquakes also occur where there are no known faults. The long-range prediction of
the time of occurrence is based on some facts but mostly on probabilistic data and it is hardly more
than speculation. The fact is that earthquakes can strike at any time, on any day, anywhere, and we
must prepare for their occurrence, without procrastination. Time is the essence. The responsible gov-
ernments should be forcefully advised again about the existing condition of their nuclear power
plants, they should be asked to re-arrange their priorities, and they should provide adequate funds for
a vigorous and accelerated rehabilitation program.

Modern technology is fully developed and it is available to contribute to the on-going program
of how to make these Eastern European nuclear power plants capable of resisting earthquakes and
avoid a pending disaster of monumental proportions.

Base Isolation Works

In addition to theoretical considerations, sophisticated computer dynamic analysis, and hun-
dreds of laboratory shake table tests in the United States, Japan, New Zealand, France, Italy, etc., two
recent earthquakes provided valuable proof that base isolation, where applicable, provides earthquake
protection to a degree not possible to achieve with conventional methods.

The base-isolated University of Southern California hospital building equipped with seismic
sensors as part of the California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program, experienced the 1994
Northridge earthquake without any damage to the building or its contents — "not even a medicine
bottle turned over" — and remained fully functional during and after the earthquake. The contents of
an adjacent building were left in disarray, rendering that building non-functional immediately after the
earthquake. The instruments at the hospital recorded a 65% reduction of the 0.37 g ground accelera-
tion to 0.13 g across the base isolators, without any significant amplification on the higher floors.

The world's largest base-isolated building, the six-story 500,000 sq.ft. West Japan Postal Sav-
ings and Computer Center, was hit by the 1995 6.9 magnitude earthquake at Kobe, Japan. The earth-
quake activated the base isolation system and the building moved laterally back and forth during the
earthquake; the maximum horizontal displacement was 22 cm. Seismic sensors recorded a 63%
reduction of the ground acceleration from 0.30 g to 0.11 g without any significant amplification on the
higher floors. A conventionally designed three-story building located about 2 km from the Postal
building experienced a ground acceleration of 0.37 g, which was amplified at the roof to 1.17 g. This
is about 10 times higher than what was measured at the same time at the base-isolated West Japan
Postal Savings and Computer Center
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Examples of Retrofitting Existing Buildings with Base Isolation

In the United States there are at this time 20 major existing buildings completed, under con-
struction, or under design for retrofitting with base isolators. The same technology is also used for
reinforcing existing bridges and highway overpasses for earthquake protection. About 80 such
projects have been completed so far (Figs. 2-8).

MACKAY SCHOOL OF MINES, RENO, NEVADA

UNRElNFORCED MASONRY

I TEP1.ON 3UDER- • —

- - NEW CONCRETE UN0E3P1NNING SOLATION SEARINGS

Base Isolation:
Alexander G. Tarics (BIC)
Douglas Way (BIC)
James M. Kelly
FURON, Lac.
Structure:
Jack Howard & Associates
Architecture:
Casazza-Peetz and Hancock

Total Project Cost: $7 million

The Mackay School of Mines building was built in 1908 without any capability of resisting earthquake-generated lat-
eral forces. It had a small basement, which was enlarged and extended to the exterior walls. Base isolators were
installed under the basement floor.

FIG. 2.
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SAN FRANCISCO CITY HALL, CALIFORNIA

Sase Isolation
Forell/Elsesser Engineers
Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc.
Structure:
Forell/Elsesser Engineers , OLMM
Architecture:
San Francisco Department of Public Works
Bureau of Architecture
Total Protect Cost: $105 million
Base Isolation Portion: $40 million

The San Francisco City Hall was heavily damaged in the S.I magnitude 1906 earthquake. The 19S9 Loma Prieta
earthquake damaged the building again, and it is now being retrofitted with base isolators to prepare for the next
earthquake. The work is in progress and will be completed in the fall of 1997

FIG. 3.

Conclusion

Base isolation reduces earthquake-generated forces and accelerations in existing buildings by a
factor of approximately 3 to 10 as compared to conventional retrofitting. The actual reduction
depends on the size, shape, height, and flexibility of the building. Base isolation is less sensitive to the
uncertainties associated with the prediction of the magnitude of the design earthquake than conven-
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tional methods. If a larger earthquake than predicted strikes, the building simply experiences larger
lateral displacements with corresponding increase in the horizontal force on the base isolators. This
force in turn is significantly reduced in the system before it reaches the building. Soil conditions
determine the vibration characteristics of the design earthquake. Careful geotechnical study must be
made on any building site for which base isolation is considered.

SALT LAKE CITY AND COUNTY BUILDING, UTAH

rBASE ISOLATOR
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Base Isolation:
Forell/Elsesser Engineers
Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc.
Structure:
E.W. Allen & Associates
Forell/Elsesser Engineers
Architecture:
The Ehrenkrantz Group
Burch Beall, Associate Architect
Total Project Cost: $30 million
Base Isolation Portion: $6 million

This building — a historical landmark— was designed and built between 1890 and 1894 without any provision to
resist lateral earthquake forces. By inserting base isolators under the building, it is now capable of resisting earth-
quakes forces which may occur at this location.

FIG. 4.
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ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, SEAL BEACH, CALIFORNIA
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Ductile concrete frame added to original structure carries two isolators
at each column. North wall is similar to south, but east and west walls
have frame to sixth floor at all columns.

Base Isolation:
Englekirk & Hart, Inc.
Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc.

Structure:
Englekirk & Hart, Inc.
Total Project Cost: $14 million
Base Isolation Portion: $10 million

In this building at Seal Beach, California, employees are monitoring all NASA space launches and flights. Base isola-
tors were installed without any interruption of the activities of this building. Located only 1 km from the Newport-
Inglewood fault, the building is now capable of withstanding a 7.0 magnitude earthquake.

FIG. 5.

A comparison of accelerations in a fixed-base conventionally designed building versus a base-
isolated building is shown in Fig. 9. The maximum acceleration on the top of the buildings is 0.75 g
and 0.1 g, respectively, a reduction by a factor of 7.5 in the base-isolated building, assuming 0.25 g
ground accelerations.
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OAKLAND CITY HALL, CALIFORNIA

a
Isolation:

Forell/Elsesser Engineers
Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc.
Structure:
Forell/Elsesser Engineers , OLMM
Architecture:
VBN/Willis/Carey Associates
Total Project Cost: $47 million
Base Isolation Portion: $14 million

The Oakland City Hall, originally built in 1914, is the world's tallest building retrofitted with base isolators for earth-
quake protection. The building was badly damaged in the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, and the repair of this dam-
age was part of the work, which was completed in 1995.

FIG. 6.

Figure 10 indicates that increasing the ground acceleration by 0.1 g results in an increase of
0.3 g on the top of the fixed-based building, while only 0.04 g on the top of the base-isolated build-
ing. This example demonstrates that a base-isolated building is significantly less sensitive than a
fixed-base building to the uncertainties associated with the prediction of the design earthquake.

Base isolation strategy merits serious consideration for retrofitting the Soviet-designed nuclear
power plants in ten East European countries, thus making them capable of resisting earthquakes that
have been predicted to occur at their location.
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

Base Isolation:
N. Youssef & Associates
Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc.
Structure:
N. Youssef & Associates
Architecture:
A.C. Martin Associates
Total Project Cost: $18 million

i Base Isolation Portion: $12 million

FIG. 7.
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POPLAR STREET APPROACH BRIDGE, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

Base Isolation: Dynamic Isolation Systems, Inc. - Structure: Sverdrup Corp. and Hsiong Associates

Base isolators are installed to replace the old supports of this bridge and make it capable of resisting earthquakes.
Base isolators are used to retrofit highway overpasses as well. The north and south approach viaducts to the Golden
Gate Bridge in San Francisco are also being retrofitted with base isolators.

FIG. 8.
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Oto COMPARISON
Conventional Structure Base Isolated Structure

GROUND ACCELERATION
0.25g

REDUCTION
NO REDUCTION

ACCELERATION AT BASE
0.25g

AMPLIFICATION
BY A FACTOR OF 3

ACCELERATION AT THE TOP
3x0.25g = 0.75g

negligible
Interstory drift

GROUND ACCELERATION
0.25g

REDUCTION
60%

ACCELERATION AT BASE
0.25g - 0.6 x 0.25g = O.lOg

AMPLIFICATION
NO SIGNIFICANT AMPLIFICATION

ACCELERATION AT THE TOP
0.1 Og

FIG. 9.



COMPARISON
Conventional Structure Base Isolated Structure
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0.25g
0.35g
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0.25g
0.35g

AMPLIFICATION
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3x0.35g = I.05g
INCREASE = l.OSg - 0.75g = 0.3g

GROUND ACCELERATION
0.25g
0.35g

REDUCTION
60%

ACCELERATION AT BASE
0.25g-0.6x0.2Sg = 0.1
0.35g-0.6x0.35g = 0.1
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NO SIGNIFICANT AMPLIFICATION

ACCELERATION AT THE TOP
O.lOg
0.14g

INCREASE = 0.14g - 0.1 Og = 0.04g

FIG. 10.
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